Edgebanding Solutions - Treefrog
Overview:
We do not stock Treefrog edgebanding but can order it from our supplier in Italy.
Lead times and minimums on non-popular items can be excessive. We can also
refer you to outside vendors who specialize in edgebanding which we feel may be
the best option for U.S. based fabricators. See below.
Edgebanding options:
We can order Treefrog edgebanding from our supplier in
Italy. They have some edgebanding “in stock”, listed below.
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Stocked Edgebanding (Stocked in Italy)
62217 Grey Oak Lati Groove
64717 Ash Lati Groove
60717 Wenge Lati Groove
60716 Wenge Groove (comparable to 60704)
60916 Zebrawood Groove
60204 White Oak Straight Grain
62204 Grey Oak Straight Grain
62316 Black Oak Groove
60416 Walnut Groove (comparable to 60404)
64916 Blasted Oak Groove
These are available in 100 linear meter minimums (328 feet) at .944 inches (24 mm), 1.23 inches (33 mm),
and 1.65 inches (42 mm). It is European sizing.
If an edgebanding item is not listed here it is available custom but the minimum is high, approx. 33 sheets of
edgebanding and the lead time will be at least 2 months.
Thickness is .039” or 1 mm. It is supplied on an ABS plastic backer, the color of which closely resembles the
color of the veneer.
We can provide short samples of this edgebanding, from the samples we have in stock, though it likely won’t
match the veneer laminate you are looking for since we have limited samples.
Outside Sources for Treefrog edgebanding:
Frama-Tech
Ft Worth, TX 76140
1-800-622-9663
Contact: Judy Oh
Frama-Tech is very helpful and our recommended reference for customers seeking Treefrog edgebanding.
Frama-Tech has coils of Treefrog edgebanding in stock. Please contact them for available product and
widths. They do not have order minimums for material in stock. Minimums apply for materials not in stock.
This minimum is 600 lineal feet for .018” thick material. The minimum is 300 lineal feet for material that has
a thickness of 1 mm (.03937”). The lead time for any custom item is approximately three weeks. Customers
should contact Frama-Tech with questions.
Teknaform
Bolton, Ontario, Canada
905-857-6747
Contact: Keith Carroll
Teknaform’s focus is PVC edgebanding. Their matches are often very close but unlikely to be an exact
match. They stock a few Treefrog edgebanding look-a-likes. Lead times can be up to four weeks.

